Our small family ( my
father, my mother and I )
came to America in March
of 1952, after crossing the
ocean in a re-fitted troop carrier
named the “General Stewart”.
Not only did he ( and we )
keep up the German language,
but he also stayed current in Russian by reading profusely ( his
favourite author was the poet
Alexander Pushkin ).
Years later, he told me that being a
scientist was the only truly fascinating
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profession. Every evening he would
study his journals, and then often finish
up re-playing chess games from a book
or magazine. I can remember him playing chess on a little hand-held “pocket”
chess set.
My father stayed in touch with a variety of chess masters in the U. S. and
Europe. Most notable was the Czech
and German champion Ludek Pachman,
who once came to visit him in Allentown.
The last chess tournament he played
in was a correspondence tournament
in 1983/84, involving Estonian players.
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The book is in both the English and German languages.
Schmidt’s own, brief, recollections are included and his
family has provided material on all aspects of his life.
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“Paul Felix Schmidt lived
in revolutionary times. His
nationalities, in date order,
were Russian, German, Estonian, German and American and the major incidents
that affected his life were the
Russian revolution and the
Second World War. By profession, he was a research chemist and his other great interests
were chess and his family.
He was unfortunate in that his
best period as a chess player coincided with the war which probably had an adverse effect on his
results. The need to provide for his family meant that
he was virtually unable to play chess once he reached
America.”
Anthony J. Gillam (2016)
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Heidelberg 1946
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